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Welcome to PwC’s 2017 working capital study of the top 40
retailers within Germany, Switzerland and Austria.

Foreword
Cash for Change

Following strong recent sales growth, working capital
performance has deteriorated as companies struggle to
manage their cash effectively. A key driver is an increased
inventory position that trapped €26bn worth of cash in FY 2016.
Customer demands are continually increasing. They want
products quicker and with longer return rates. Online retail is
driving growth which increases the complexity of supply chain
and inventory management. Investments are therefore essential
and retailers need to optimise their operations in order to release
much needed cash from their working capital.
In this study we will be looking at the key working capital trends
in various sub-sectors within retail and how performance levels
vary widely.

€8.6bn

cash potential in
the retail sector

Our analysis shows that if retailers move to the next performance
quartile, they could generate a total of €4.9bn worth of cash,
while moving to the upper performance quartile would
release €8.6bn worth of cash.
PwC can work with you to help achieve sustainable
performance improvement. Act now.
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Gerd Bovensiepen
Partner – Consumer
Markets Leader Germany
and EMEA

Increase in sales by
8.0% YoY

+8.0%

The sportswear sector
remains at the bottom
of the 7 retail subsectors with 84 NWC
days

Online Retail

The fast-growing business shows a
year-on-year sales increase of 8%
and a trend towards more and more
payment methods and extended
return conditions

5

Average no. of
online payment
methods
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€8.6bn

could be released from the balance
sheets of the top 40 retail companies
by addressing poor working capital
performance

How we can
support you

still shows a negative NWC
position, but starts to burn cash
with insufficient receivables
management

Sportswear subsector bottom in class

Online retail
insights

Food &
Hypermarkets

Inventory management
still a problem
€26bn worth of cash tied up
in inventories

DPO

Working capital
details

seen deterioration in
NWC since FY 2015

DSO

Revenue
development

4 out of 7
sectors have

days since FY12 and by
€0.9bn YoY

Preface

Sales growth
continues

Overall slightly deteriorated
receivables management has
been compensated by better
payables performance

NWC
performance has
deteriorated by 11

Results show an overall return to sales growth…

Revenue trend in the retail sector
Total sales

Sub-sector insights

8.0%

Year-on-year growth
10%

250

8.0%

240

6%

4.9%

230

8%

4%

220

2%
0.3%

210
200

FY12

FY13

0%

(0.7%)

FY14

Revenue distribution of companies in study

FY15

FY16

-2%

Number of companies in study

(FY16, split by sales)

(FY16, split by sales)

€8.9bn

6

€46.1bn

Above €10bn

Above €10bn
€10bn
Between €1bn
€10bnand
to €1bn

€194.2bn

Below €1bn

€10bn
Between €1bn
€10bnand
to €1bn

20

Below €1bn

14

€185.7bn
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Growth in %

Revenue in €bn

260

growth in
Online
Retail sales

(12.4%)

decline in
Department
Stores sales

Top growth contributing
sub-sectors:
• Specialty Stores
• Sportswear

Overall sales for the top 40
companies in the German, Swiss
and Austrian retail sectors
increased by 12.8% since FY12,
equivalent to a compound annual
growth rate (CAGR) of 3.1%. The
rate of growth has shown a recent
positive trend with overall FY16
sales increasing by 8.0%.

...but working capital performance continues a deteriorating trend

Retail sector working capital trend
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Negative working
capital position is
typical within food retail
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NWC days

Positive development driven by
improved inventory management
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(10)

NWC days

(5)

(2,0)

Working capital in €bn

Working capital

Apparel, Accessories & Luxury Goods
4% YoY decrease in working capital
with sales growth of 9%

Online retail
insights

Food & Hypermarkets
24% YoY increase in working capital
with sales growth of 4%

(5)

FY16

NWC days

(3,0)

(8,0)

NWC days

9

Working capital
details

Working capital in €bn

9,0

(5,0)

Working capital in €bn

22

NWC days

Working capital performance has
steadily deteriorated since FY12. Over the
past five-year period an additional €5.8bn has
been tied up in working capital and this has
resulted in an overall 11-day increase in the net
working capital days. Following the EU Late
Payment Directive introduced in March 2013,
the overall position shifted between negative
and positive, driven by a 9-day decrease in the
DPO.
Increasing levels of working capital require
cash to fund daily operations and they thus
inhibit a company from investing in future
growth.
The current level of trapped working capital
within the retail sector suggests significant
opportunities for improvement.

Revenue
development

Working capital

Preface

€5.8bn
deterioration
in working
capital since
FY12

Retail sector working capital performance shows a diverse and negative
development in 4 out of 7 sub-sectors
Average net working capital days by retail sub-sectors
FY16

75.7

Apparel, Accessories and Luxury Goods

59.5

71.9

Home Retail

Average
NWC days
(FY16)

42.4

Department Stores
29.8

Online Retail

23.6

Speciality Stores
Food & Hypermarkets

FY15

84.3

Sportswear

(9.8)
(20)

-

20

40

60

80

100

NWC days

(9.8) NWC days and €169.7bn in sales (FY16)

84.3 NWC days and €23.8bn in sales (FY16)

€6bn increase in sales vs FY15

€2.6bn increase in sales vs FY15

Overall increase of 1.9 NWC days since FY15 due to
worsening receivables management

Food &
Hypermarkets

Sportswear
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Overall increase of 1.5 NWC days since FY15 mainly
due to worsening inventory management

All operational processes driving topline working capital performance show room
for improvement
Preface

Working capital performance

(3.7)

DSO

15.8

51.4

16.4

15.8

53.1

52.0

49.6

DSO

0.6

deterioration

70.0

FY12

60.7

62.2

61.0

62.2

FY13

FY14

FY15

FY16

Best

Sportswear
Worst

(9.8)

84.3

NWC days
(average)

NWC days
(average)
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1.1

days

deterioration

DPO

1.2

days

improvement

How we can
support you

Food & Hypermarkets

days

DIO

Online retail
insights

DPO

50.5

15.5

7.3

6.8

Working capital
details

DIO

15.4

4.7

Revenue
development

4.3

NWC
days

Overall, net working capital performance
has deteriorated, largely driven by the DIO
position.
53% of retailers have increased their
working capital since FY15, totalling an
additional €0.9bn. With 88% of this coming
from the Food & Hypermarket retailers
(approx. €0.7bn) which is regardless the subsector with the best working capital
performance.

Performance and associated cash potential varies widely within the DACH retail
sector
The working capital performance
range shows great variances across
the retail sector, with an average of
60 days of working capital.

Working capital performance quartiles

Lower/ upper quartile days

NWC
days

Average days

91

60

16

DPO

29

58

Retail is typically characterised by
low receivables days (DSO),
which is a key driver of the overall
working capital position.

74

€26bn
DIO

99

54

120

cash tied up in
inventory

99
days

Average DIO

3

DSO

-

18

20

27

40

60

80

100

120

Days

1
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140

Inventory performance (DIO) is
the most widespread (range of
approx. 280 days) and is therefore
the most likely key performance
differentiator for retail companies.
Our analysis shows that if retailers
move to the next performance
quartile, they could generate a total
of €4.9bn worth of cash, while
moving to the upper
performance quartile would
release €8.6bn worth of cash.

Releasing tied-up cash potential could help retailers to increase the online sales
share of their businesses with respect to the key online retailer trends
Preface

Key online retailer trends

Revenue
development

• Wider variety of payment methods
• Extended return conditions (up to 100 days)
• Combination of sales channels (“omni-channel”; “click-and-collect”)
requesting higher levels of working capital
• Invoice payments continue to be most commonly used (which increases
receivables levels)
• “Fast return to shelf” is a key prerequisite for a capital-efficient inventory
management

Creditcard

86%

PayPal

76%
70%

Immediate
payment
Advance
payment

57%
57%

Instalments

In-store

54%
38%

How we can
support you

Cash on
delivery
Direct
Debit
Pre-paid
card

Average no. of
online payment
methods

Online retail
insights

Invoice

5

Working capital
details

Payment methods accepted by top 100 online retailers

34%
21%
17%
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How we can support you you

Implementation
Working
capital
improvement
approach

Design
Diagnostic

Accounts receivable

Examples of areas where PwC could help you to release
cash from working capital:

Quick scan

•
•
•
•

•

Identification and realisation of cash
and cost benefits across the end-to-end
value chain

•

“Cash culture” and upskilled
organisation through our working
capital academy

•

End-to-end reporting metrics and
transparency

•

Roll-out trade and supply chain
financing solutions

•

Optimised operational processes that
underpin the working capital cycle

•

Digital working capital solutions and
data analytics

•

Rapid cash conservation in crisis
situations

•

•

Accounts payable

We help our clients to deliver the following outcomes:

Inventory

•
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•
•
•
•

Aligned and optimised
customer terms
Credit risk policies
Billing timeliness and
quality
Tailored, proactive
collection management

Forecasting techniques and
Sales & Operations
Planning
Inventory parameters and
controls defining target
stock
Inventory tracking
Consolidated spending
Increased control with
centre-led procurement
Avoid leakage with
purchasing channels
Cash optimized supplier
payment term approach

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Systematic dispute
resolution
Dispute root cause
elimination
Trade promotional
agreements management

SKU / Seasonality order
management
Global / distributing
network coordination
Balancing cost, cash and
service level considerations
Returns management
Trade finance options and
benefits assessment
Invoice processing and
discrepancy management
Eradicate early payments
Payment methods and
frequency

Our approach to sustainable working capital

The key issue

Change management

How we helped
An internal project was launched to establish a working capital dashboard in order to
improve the central tracking of working capital developments together with obtaining
operational insights into the strengths, weaknesses and opportunities of the capital
efficiency.

Stakeholder management

Working
capital
optimisation

We performed a total working capital diagnostic review, including procure to pay
(creditors), forecast to fulfil (inventories) and order to cash (debtors), following which
we held joint workshops with the client process owners. As a result we defined the
best suited KPIs to provide the greatest visibility of future financial and operational
needs.
During the 12-week project, the team also supported the client in establishing a new
working capital governance model.
The result

Cash management

We identified gaps to leading practices within all processes and also increased
working capital awareness across the entire organisation.

Ensure effective utilisation
and forecasting of cash

The company had improved visibility of its working capital performance and the
possibility to drill down further on a granular level (by supplier/customer).

We supplement our working capital and cash management
methodologies with core consulting approaches to make sure
that improvements are tangible and sustainable.

Process recommendations were identified and linked to financial and operational
KPIs (for further monitoring).
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How we can
support you

A fully interactive SAP design studio working capital dashboard was created with
smart financial and operational KPIs.

Online retail
insights

Ensure that cash generation
objectives are achieved and
maintained

We created a combined team of working capital specialists and SAP data analytical
experts to develop an IT-based dashbo0ard solution with the client.

Working capital
details

Ensure that key stakeholders
remain engaged during the
project

Revenue
development

The company had faced historical problems with fraud and high inventory levels
which had impacted the working capital performance and created challenges in
planning and forecasting future working capital levels.

Establish a more cash-focused
culture that is able to sustain
the higher levels of
performance and drive
continuous improvement

Benefits realisation

Preface

Case study: Operational working capital improvement programme for a
rapidly expanding online fashion and shoe retailer

Global Working Capital network and basis of calculation
Authors
Global network
Basis of calculation

Stephan Dellermann
Senior Manager
+49 151 26818204
stephan.dellermann@pwc.com

Rob Kortman
Partner
+44 780 385-9001
rob.kortman@pwc.com

Fabian Schlenger
Senior Consultant
+49 151 14295620
fabian.schlenger@pwc.com

Australia Jonas Schöfer
jonas.schofer@au.pwc.com

Austria Manfred Kvasnicka
manfred.kvasnicka@at.pwc.com

Belgium Koen Cobbaert
koen.cobbaert@pwc.com

CEE Petr Smutny
petr.smutny@cz.pwc.com

Denmark Søren Lykke
soren.lykke@dk.pwc.com

France François Guilbaud
francois.guilbaud@pwc.com

Germany Simon Boehme
simon.boehme@pwc.com

Hong Kong Michael P Gildea
michael.p.gildea@hk.pwc.com

Italy Marco Ghiringhelli
marco.ghiringhelli@it.pwc.com

Malaysia Ganesh Gunaratnam
ganesh.gunaratnam@my.pwc.com

Middle East Mihir Bhatt
mihir.bhatt@ae.pwc.com

Poland Krzysztof Felker
krzysztof.felker@pwc.com

Russia Konstantin Supatov
konstantin.suplatov@ru.pwc.com

Singapore Caroline Clavel
caroline.yl.clavel@sg.pwc.com

Spain Enrique Bujidos
enrique.bujidos@es.pwc.com

Sweden Johan Forsberg
johan.forsberg@pwc.com

Switzerland Reto Brunner
reto.brunner@ch.pwc.com

The Netherlands Danny Siemes
danny.siemes@nl.pwc.com

Turkey Tankut Ikizler
tankut.ikizler@pwc.com

USA Paul Gaynor
paul.m.gaynor@us.pwc.com

United Kingdom Rob Kortman
rob.kortman@pwc.com

United Kingdom Stephen Tebbett
stephen.tebbett@pwc.com

United Kingdom Daniel Windaus
daniel.windaus@pwc.com

Metric

Definition

Basis of calculation

Methodology

NWC %
(net working capital %)

NWC % measures working capital requirements relative
to the size of the company

(Accounts receivable + inventories –
accounts payable)/sales

This study provides a view of the top 40

NWC days
(net working capital days)

Indication of the total days to complete the full cash
conversion cycle

(Accounts receivable + inventories –
accounts payable)/sales x 365

companies following the CapitalIQ

DSO
(days sales outstanding)

DSO is a measure of the average number of days that a
company takes to collect cash after the sale of goods

Accounts receivable/sales x 365

DIO
(days inventories on hand)

DIO gives an idea of how long it takes for a company to
convert its inventory into sales

Inventories/cost of goods sold x 365

DPO
(days payables outstanding)

DPO is an indicator of how long a company takes to pay its Accounts payable/cost of goods sold
trade creditors
x 365
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German, Austrian and Swiss retail
sectorisation. Basis for all calculations is
public available data. The division of subsectors is based on CapitalIQ Primary
Industry classification (data available for
100% of sample).
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